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Reviewed by Brian Summers

MORGAN REYNOLDS does an admira-
ble job in analyzing labor unions,
their legal privileges, and their eco-
nomic consequences. His carefully
reasoned arguments are easy to fol-
low and are buttressed with many
telling examples. The reader needs
to bring nothing more than an open
mind.

Professor Reynolds begins where
most labor economists fear to tread:
the nature of unionism. Labor
unions, he shows, are legal monopo-
lies. Through various Acts of Con-
gress, National Labor Relations
Board rulings, and Supreme Court
decisions, unions have obtained mo-
nopoly power over the labor supply
in key industries.

According to popular opinion, this
monopoly power is needed to coun-
terbalance the power of employers.
But most observers fail to see the
obvious: When unions strike, em-
ployers are not on the receiving end
of union threats and violence. The
object of the strikers’ wrath is any-
one who wishes to work. A strike isn’t
an expression of worker solidarity;

it is an act of civil war between those
who want to work and those who re-
sort to violence to prevent others from
working.

Such monopoly power has grave
economic consequences. When unions
force wage rates above market-
clearing levels, a labor surplus is
created, and thousands of workers
lose their jobs. Some of these work-
ers have to seek employment in the
nonunion sector, where increased
competition among workers drives
wage rates lower.

How should unions be dealt with?
Many concerned people believe that
union force should be met with gov-
ernment counterforce. But counter-
ing violence with more violence
doesn’t get to the heart of the prob-
lem. Professor Reynolds offers a more
basic solution:

"It is fruitless and naive to blame
unions for their use of force to pur-
sue monopoly gains or urge them to
reform themselves. They are re-
sponding to incentives that allow
them basically to operate outside of
the rule of law, despite the huge and
expanding web of labor rules and
regulations. The long-run answer to
the power of unions is to eliminate
their special legislation, their legal
immunities, and their special gov-
ernmental agencies and to treat
unionists in a manner consistent
with everyone else under contract
and tort law." $
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IDEAS HAVE CONSEQUENCES

Any idea becomes our own as we are exposed to
it and accept it and practice it and can explain it
to friends--all done without coercion.

This pretty well describes the activities of FEE--seeking, practicing,
sharing ideas on liberty, that liberty which Lord Acton identified as "the
assurance that every man shall be protected in doing what he believes
his duty against the influence of authority and majorities, custom and
opinion." If you’d care to join in pursuit of such ideas and ideals, just
use the form below to reserve your place on The Freeman mailing list.

If you’re already on the mailing list, but have a new address, please
use this form to let us know of the change and to minimize any delays
in delivery.

Sorry, this is not a mailing card; please enclose in a stamped envelope.

T’HE FOUNDATION FOR ECONOMIC EDUCATION
~F~V~GTGN-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK 1 (~533

Please add my name to receive THE FREEMAN, 64-page monthly study
journal of free market, private property, limited government ideas and
ideals, plus NOTES FROM FEE, a 4-pager devoted to libertarian meth-
ods, issued every other month.
I’m already on your mailing list, but have a new address, as below.

Name (Please print)

Street

City State

Zip Code
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